What is a classroom in a box?

Tell Me

1. "Classroom in a box" is a collection of several items that can be useful when conducting online classes or creating videos for your class.
2. A "classroom in a box" contains the following items:
   a. Mini-whiteboard, marker, eraser
   b. Flexible stand for tablet/phone ("tablet/phone not included")
      i. Will fit any size tablet or smart phone
   c. Digital tablet and drawing pen ("for use with desktop/laptop")

If you would like to request a "classroom in a box", please contact the Center for Teaching and Learning at help@uncc.edu.

Related FAQs

- What is a classroom in a box?
- How can I use classroom in a box materials as a document camera (DocCam)?
- How do I use the tablet and pen with my computer?
- How can I use tools in the classroom in a box?
- How can I use the digital tablet and pen from the classroom in a box?